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What
A new, modern release naming methodology for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne 9.2

Why
To provide our customers greater awareness of the innovative product features delivered in EnterpriseOne 9.2 that support their digital transformation journey

When
Available and ready for your adoption now
OCTOBER 11, 2021
Announcing JD Edwards EnterpriseOne Release 22

Release 22 is your Digital ERP release, delivering innovation that automates, optimizes, and transforms business processes and represents Oracle’s continued investment that furthers customer’s digital transformation.

Digital Transformation

Logic Extensions

Return Associated Descriptions for Data Requests

Files as Orchestration Input and Output

UD Content Enhancements for Custom Value Orchestration
Applications
Release 22 Driving Application Optimization

• Protect Your Business
  • Localizations
  • Bank Account Masking

• Improve Your Business
  • Expanded Support for Joint Ventures including Foreign Cash Calls
  • Simplified Update of Work Center Rates
  • Global Location Number included in Advanced Shipping Notice
  • Simplified Update of Lot and Location During Receipt Route

• Future Proof Your Business
  • Volume Level Pricing in Procurement
  • Requirements Planning Summary and Supply/Demand Console
  • Visually Intuitive Application Interfaces
Digital Platform
Release 22 Driving Customer’s Digital Transformation

• Streamline Process Automation
  • Workflow Studio
  • Attachments to Messages: Media Objects
  • Orchestrator Support for Media Objects
  • Files as Orchestration Input and Output

• Remove the need for Customizations
  • Logic Extensions
  • Creating External Forms from Web Client
  • Form Extension Improvements

• Improve User Experience
  • Launch Orchestrations from EnterpriseOne Page
  • Export EnterpriseOne Search Results to Microsoft Excel
  • Bypass UBE Printer Selection Screen
System Administration
Release 22 Lower the Total Cost of Ownership

• Proactive Administration
  • Offline Server Manager Monitoring and Notification
  • Health Check API for a Group of Interdependent Servers

• Simplify Day to Day Administration
  • JD Edwards Update Manager for Applications
  • Enhanced User Security Activity Tracking for Auditing
  • Enhanced Logging Capabilities for UBE

• System Availability
  • Zero Downtime Deployment for Applications
  • Automatic Kernel Reconnection
  • Certification of Oracle Autonomous Database - Shared
The Cumulative Value Story
Strong Customer Adoption Driven by Continued Investment and Long-term Support

77%
Adoption rate for EnterpriseOne 9.2

500+
JDE customers extending with Oracle SaaS

750+
New features delivered in 9.2

2032
Release 9.2 Support through at least

650+
JDE Orchestrator Customers

87%
OCI growth from JDE install base year over year

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne 9.2
Release 22
Realize Supplier Discount Automation
Increase savings and optimize spend

- **Maintain Supplier Catalog**
  - **Configure**: Quickly react as market conditions change with mass update of base prices and effective dates
  - **Simplify**: Item Number filter simplifies supplier catalog search

- **Capture Supplier Incentives**
  - **Configure**: Pricing constants record supplier incentives

- **Create Purchase Orders**
  - **Automate**: Automated capture of basket, order and volume discounts for efficient and accurate price calculations

- **Authorize Request**
  - **Simplify**: Review order history and associated discounts to optimize future purchasing decisions

- **Review Discount History**
  - **UX**: Role-Based pages provide a dashboard to focus on order activity
  - **Mobility**: PO Approval mobile application to approve or reject purchase orders on the fly
More Efficient Requirements Planning
Streamline your CRP/MPS/DRP/MRP processes

UX: Visual Bill of Material and Where-Used diagram lead to better data accuracy

Automate: Copy Bill of Material by Branch simplifies the addition of new manufacturing facilities

Configure: Lot Date Selection configurability

Simplify: Forecast records purge improves performance

UX: Planning Summary provides planners and buyers visibility to urgent action messages

UX: The Planning Console provides an interactive, supply/demand interface reducing time to action

Product Definition

Capacity & Production Planning

Plan Generation, Analysis, Adjustments & Execution

Automate: Parts list and routing automatically attached at work order creation

Simplify: Work Center Load Review simplifies production scheduling

Automate: Automatically freeze work orders to eliminate unwanted action recommendations

UX: Planning Summary provides planners and buyers visibility to urgent action messages

UX: The Planning Console provides an interactive, supply/demand interface reducing time to action
Automate Processes
Optimize human work. Automate the tedious. Transform to intelligence.

- **Simplify:** User-defined objects
  Create, share, and secure orchestrations

- **Automate:** User-defined objects
  Automate the deployment of components across all servers

- **Simplify:** Record a process
  Capture the steps of a process simply by using the application

- **Automate:** Transactions, reports, data, rules, logic, external systems
  A robust set of components for building automations

- **Transform:** Orchestrator Studio
  Workflow Studio for technical and nontechnical users

- **Simplify:** Form Extensions
  Launch orchestrations from the EnterpriseOne UI

- **Automate:** Scheduler
  Easy UI to define and activate scheduled automation

- **Transform:** OpenAPI
  Standards-based discovery and requests to orchestrations as REST APIs

- **Simplify:** One View Watchlists:
The simplest way to alert & act

- **Automate:** Messages and Workflow
  with action links and attachments for users to take action quickly

- **Transform:** Orchestrations
  Encapsulate many steps into single actions

- **Simplify:** Orchestrator Monitor
  Orchestration Debugger
  Continuously monitor processes & debug exceptions

- **Automate:** Exception Handling
  Build error-handling and notification into the process
Extend the User Experience without Customization

Optimize productivity. Transform with low-code.

**Simplify:** Form Personalization enables the removal fields for a streamlined application

**Optimize:** CafeOne provides information without leaving the application

**Transform:** Logic Extension provides new business rules to meet market, industry, or specific requirements

**Simplify:** E1 Page provides access to most used tasks

**Optimize:** E1 Search removes the need to access multiple applications

**Transform:** Form Extensibility enables capture of additional information

**Automate:** Query retrieves data for a specific user or process

**Simplify:** User-defined Object streamlines the sharing and security
Transform to Continuous Adoption
Optimize upgrades. Automate repetitive tasks. Transform to innovation culture.

- **Simplify**: Update Manager streamlines patch evaluation, impact, insight, and automation
- **Optimize**: Object Usage Tracking monitors utilization

- **Get to 9.2**: Simplified Upgrade reduces time and effort
- **Automate**: One Click provides a code current target

- **Identify Impact**: Extensibility framework removes the need for customizations
- **Automate**: Decustomizer report provides recommendations for extensibility
- **Optimize**: Compare Tools accelerates retrofitting

- **Reduce Customizations**: Assertion Framework reduces testing efforts
- **Optimize**: Parent/Cloned identifies object relationship

- **Validate**: Web-base package build enables hands off deployment

- **Manage & Deploy**: Zero Downtime deploys innovation without impacting availability
- **Optimize**: Compare Tools accelerates retrofitting
**JD Edwards Vision – Digital ERP**

**Traditional ERP**
- Transactional
- System of record
- Data warehouse

**Digital ERP**
- Orchestrator
- Mobile
- Internet of Things
- Collaboration
- Robotic Process Automation
- Cloud

**Intelligent ERP**
- Machine Learning
- Assisted or Automated Decision making
- Adaptive Intelligence
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JD Edwards Product Vision
Intelligent ERP

Enterprise Experience
- Business Automation
- Guided Decision Support
- Intelligent UX

Seamless Adaptability
- Accelerate Speed to Market
- Enable Continuous Innovation
- Empower the Enterprise

Autonomous System Management
- Ensure Business Continuity
- Optimize IT spend
- Drive Innovation
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JD Edwards Product Strategy

Applications
- Simplify User Experience
- Automate Business Processes
- Enrich Feature Functionality

Digital Platform
- Process Automation
- Low-code/No-Code Tools
- Enterprise Integrations

System Administration
- Modern Infrastructure
- Sentinel Administration
- Predictive Patching
The above is intended to outline our general product direction. It is intended for information purposes only, and may not be incorporated into any contract. It is not a commitment to deliver any material, code, or functionality, and should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions. The development, release and timing of any features or functionality described for Oracle’s products remains at the sole discretion of Oracle.
Product Catalog – Your First Stop for Every Enhancement

- Value Based Descriptions
- Links to supporting collateral
- Quick link to download
Call To Action

• Get Educated

• Get to Release 22

• Leverage Digital ERP
Thank you